WP-reCAPTCHA

WP-reCAPTCHA is activated system wide and adds an extra level of comment spam prevention by adding a reCAPTCHA field to the site comments form.

What is reCAPTCHA?

ReCAPTCHA is an anti-spam method originating from Carnegie Mellon University, then acquired by Google which uses CAPTCHAs in a genius way. Instead of randomly generating useless characters which users grow tired of continuously typing in, risking the possibility that spammers will eventually write sophisticated spam bots which use OCR libraries to read the characters, reCAPTCHA uses a different approach.

- WordPress Codex

Usage

This plugin is activated site-wide and automatically adds a reCAPTCHA field to your site's comments form. See more about comment moderation in WordPress.

Source: http://wordpress.org/extend/plugins/wp-recaptcha/
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